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Maria had a cat named Tom. One day she took her cat, Tom, for a walk.
While she was walking in the bush, she heard a sad noise. Tom ran to see what was making that sad noise.
Maria followed Tom, and they saw a mouse called Jeri when they got there. Jeri’s stomach was so flat because he was starving. Tom was drooling when he saw Jeri. As Jeri locked eyes with Tom, his eyes became bigger.
Maria stopped Tom from eating Jeri. Maria took Jeri to her house. She dished up some of Tom’s food and milk for Jerry to eat.
Tom fought with Jeri because he ate his food. Out of anger, Tom left and stayed far away from home for a few days.
Jeri felt sad and sorry when he saw Tom living far away from home. Jeri went to talk to Tom and Maria was there with Jeri.
Tom did not want to talk to Jeri and Maria. Maria asked that they live together in peace because they are her favourite pets and she loved them very much.
Tom and Jeri looked into each other’s eyes with tears and hugged each other. Maria was very happy to see that.
They returned back home happily and sang happy songs. They played on the way back home. Tom and Jerry started to love each other.
When they got home, they ate together in peace, happiness and love, and there were no fights between them anymore.
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